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ABSTRACT
Hi absorption studies yield information on both AGN feeding and feedback processes.
This AGN activity interacts with the neutral gas in compact radio sources, which
are believed to represent the young or recently re-triggered AGN population. We
present the results of a survey for Hi absorption in a sample of 66 compact ra-
dio sources at 0.040 < z < 0.096 with the Australia Telescope Compact Array. In
total, we obtained seven detections, five of which are new, with a large range of
peak optical depths (3% to 87%). Of the detections, 71% exhibit asymmetric, broad
(∆vFWHM > 100 km s
−1) features, indicative of disturbed gas kinematics. Such broad,
shallow and offset features are also found within low-excitation radio galaxies which
is attributed to disturbed circumnuclear gas, consistent with early-type galaxies typ-
ically devoid of a gas-rich disk. Comparing mid-infrared colours of our galaxies with
Hi detections indicates that narrow and deep absorption features are preferentially
found in late-type and high-excitation radio galaxies in our sample. These features are
attributed to gas in galactic disks. By combining XMM-Newton archival data with
21-cm data, we find support that absorbed X-ray sources may be good tracers of HI
content within the host galaxy. This sample extends previous Hi surveys in compact
radio galaxies to lower radio luminosities and provides a basis for future work exploring
the higher redshift universe.
Key words: galaxies: active – galaxies: ISM – galaxies: nuclei – radio lines: galaxies.
1 INTRODUCTION
Compact radio galaxies are thought to represent the
youngest or most recently triggered active galactic nuclei
(AGN Fanti et al. 1995; Readhead et al. 1996; Owsianik &
Conway 1998). Studies are ongoing on the significant effects
AGN feedback have on the host galaxy, such as whether this
activity triggers or suppresses star-formation, and what its
role is in galaxy evolution (see review by Heckman & Best
2014). This can be examined via the kinematics of circumnu-
clear neutral gas, sometimes exhibiting fast (> 1000 km s−1)
and massive (up to 50 M⊙ yr−1) outflows created by inter-
actions from radio-loud AGN (e.g. Morganti et al. 2005).
The 21-cm line of atomic hydrogen (HI) is a useful tool
for tracing the neutral gas within galaxies in emission to
study the diffuse neutral gas in galaxies (see Giovanelli &
Haynes 2016, and references therein). However, due to flux
limitations, it is currently difficult to detect Hi in emis-
? E-mail: marcin@physics.usyd.edu.au
sion beyond redshifts of z > 0.2 (e.g. Verheijen et al. 2007;
Catinella et al. 2008; Freudling et al. 2011).
There is no such redshift limit for detecting the tran-
sition in absorption, as the line strength only depends on
the brightness of the background source, and the spin tem-
perature and column density of Hi along the line of sight.
Therefore, Hi can be detected towards sufficiently strong
continuum radio sources regardless of gas redshift (e.g. Mor-
ganti et al. 2005). Absorption from Hi gas located in front
of an AGN is a good tracer for the kinematics of gas, and
hence Hi associated absorption surveys allow us to investi-
gate how AGN feedback directly interacts with the clumpy
medium in the host galaxy in compact radio sources (e.g.
Wagner et al. 2012).
It was suggested that intrinsically compact sources -
primarily, gigahertz peaked spectrum (GPS) (6 1 kpc in
size) and compact steep-spectrum (CSS) radio sources (∼1
- 10 kpc) - have higher detection rates of Hi than extended
sources (e.g. with detection rates of ∼20 - 40% in Vermeulen
et al. 2003; Gupta et al. 2006; Chandola et al. 2011). Fur-
c© 2002 The Authors
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2thermore, Curran et al. (2016c) shows that the Hi detection
rate is proportional to the turnover frequency, which is in-
versely proportional to source size. Morganti et al. (2001)
searched for Hi in 23 nearby (z < 0.22) radio galaxies and
found a detection rate of Hi of 23% in the compact sources,
higher than that of a subset of extended Fanaroff-Riley type
I and II (FR-I, FR-II) sources (10%). Pihlstro¨m, Conway, &
Vermeulen (2003) also suggest an anti-correlation between
the Hi column density and source size. Curran et al. (2013a)
attributed this to a source size anti-correlation with optical
depth, proposing this is due to an effect of geometry with a
larger covering factor for smaller source sizes.
These studies reveal evidence for disturbed neutral gas
kinematics near young AGN. Gere´b et al. (2015) found that
asymmetric, broad absorption features appear more often in
compact sources, suggesting a greater interplay between the
AGN feedback of the host galaxy and the neutral gas envi-
ronment. Such interplay, where the ultra-violet luminosity
of the active nucleus has a direct impact on the neutral gas
in the host, has been suggested by Curran et al. (2008),
who first noted a decrease in the detection of associated Hi
absorption with redshift. They attributed this to the flux
limitations of optical surveys, biasing towards increasingly
UV luminous sources (further demonstrated by Curran &
Whiting 2010). The detection rate reaches zero at ionising
photon rates ofQHi ∼ 3×1056 sec−1 (LUV ∼ 1023 W Hz−1 at
λ = 912 A˚), at which point all of the neutral gas in the host
galaxy is believed to be ionised (Curran & Whiting 2012).
This critical UV luminosity limit has been observed several
times since, through the non-detection of Hi above this value
(Curran et al. 2011a, 2013b,c; Curran et al. 2016a; Grasha &
Darling 2011; Allison et al. 2012a; Gere´b et al. 2015; Aditya
et al. 2016).
Here we present the results of the search of Hi ab-
sorption complementrary to Allison et al. (2012a), who
searched for Hi in 29 targets as part of a sample of 66
nearby (0.04 < z < 0.08) compact sources selected from
the Australia Telescope 20 GHz survey (AT20G; Murphy
et al. 2010), with the Australian Telescope Compact Array
(ATCA) on the Broadband Backend (CABB). A total of
three detections were made by Allison et al. (2012a), two
of which were previously unknown. The sample explores the
Hi content within nearby compact radio galaxies with young
or newly triggered AGN. We also present our analysis made
through consideration of infrared and X-ray properties.
This work also involved the development of a data
reduction pipeline for wide-band data, and an automated
spectral-line finding method based on Bayesian inference.
These tools are part of preparation for the First Large Ab-
sorption Survey in Hi (FLASH) with the Australian SKA
Pathfinder (ASKAP; Deboer et al. 2009; Johnston et al.
2009; Schinckel et al. 2012), and has been successfully em-
ployed in the ongoing ASKAP-FLASH commissioning sur-
vey (e.g. Allison et al. 2015). FLASH’s redshift regime of
0.4 < z < 1.0 will explore both associated and intervening
(within another galaxy along the line of sight) Hi absorption,
and allow us to extensively examine how the Hi content has
evolved with redshift in a largely unexplored epoch.
In this paper the standard cosmological model is
used, with parameters ΩM = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73 and
H0 = 71 km s
−1 Mpc−1. All uncertainties refer to the
68.3 per cent confidence interval, unless otherwise stated.
2 SAMPLE SELECTION, OBSERVATIONS
AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1 Observations
2.1.1 Sample Selection
To study the Hi content of the inner circumnuclear regions
of galaxies, we chose radio galaxies known to have a bright,
compact core. Targets were selected at 20 GHz from the
AT20G survey catalogue (Murphy et al. 2010), which were
cross-matched with the 6dF Galaxy Survey (Jones et al.
2009) to obtain redshift information (Sadler et al. 2014).
In order to select compact sources, those with extended ra-
dio emission on scales greater than 15 arcseconds at 20 GHz
were removed. Following this, the sample was restricted to 45
sources south of declination δ = − 20◦, within the redshift
range of 0.04 < z < 0.08. This range was chosen to search
for the 21-cm Hi line within a convenient and available fre-
quency range of the ATCA, and to avoid contaminating the
spectra with Hi emission lines by probing sufficiently nearby
galaxies. The instruments also imposed a minimum flux den-
sity limit of 50 mJy at 1.4 GHz (as absorption line strength
depends on the brightness of the background source).
The results from observations of 29 sources were re-
ported by Allison et al. (2012a). Two sources within our
sample (J062706–352916 and J164416–771548) were previ-
ously observed by Morganti et al. (2001) to optical depths
upper limits of τ < 4.7%, and so were not re-observed by
us. These observations have since been extended by three
separate observation runs made with the ATCA in order to
expand to the sample:
• 14 targets in February 2013 with the same selection
criteria as that by Allison et al. (2012a). Of these targets,
the source J091856–243829 was included for an intervening
Hi search, but while we give its spectrum, it is not part of
our sample.
• 9 targets in June 2013, in a higher redshift range
(0.080 < z < 0.096). This redshift range was within the
receiver limits and avoided specific radio frequency interfer-
ence (RFI).
• 14 targets in September 2014. These were part of a sep-
arate sample of 68 compact GPS sources imaged with the
Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA). They had also been se-
lected from the AT20G survey with redshifts identified in the
6dF Galaxy Survey. These targets had additional constraints
of declinations of δ > -40◦, redshifts of 0.04 < z < 0.08, a
minimum flux density of 50 mJy at 1.4 GHz, and an angular
size of 0.2 arcseconds or less at 20 GHz.
Several of the VLBA-imaged sources had been detected
in the continuum with the Australian Long Baseline Array
(LBA) by Hancock et al. (2009) at 4.8 GHz, where all tar-
gets were observed but unresolved on scales of ∼100 mas,
implying linear sizes of less than 100 pc. The VLBA imaging
spatial resolution is 0.5 mas, and hence will allow for a com-
prehensive study of the radio source morphology on parsec
scales.
In total our sample consisted of 66 targets which are de-
tailed in Table 2. A short description of each of the columns
follows.
Column (1): The AT20G source name.
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Table 1. Summary of observations, including those made by Allison et al. (2012a). In order of column, we list the observing group ID
(obs. ID), observing dates, the ATCA array configuration, central frequency of the zoom channel, average integration time per source in
hours, the number of observed sources, the average 1-σ noise in the channels, and notes.
Obs. ID Dates Array config ν tint n σchan Notes
MHz hr mJy/beam
A 2011 Feb 03-06 6A 1342 3.5 14 4.0 Published by Allison et al. (2012a).
B 2011 Apr 23-26 6A 1342 3.5 15 4.0 Published by Allison et al. (2012a).
C 2013 Feb 13-16 6A 1342 4.0 14 6.3 Carried out in 3 contiguous 24 hour periods.
D 2013 June 08-10 6C 1310 1.5 9 7.4 Made across three separate periods of 6–10 hours.
E 2014 Sept 25-28 6A 1340 4.0 14 3.4 Carried out in 3 contiguous 24 hour periods.
Columns (2) & (3): The right ascension and declination of
the source at J2000.
Column (4): The AT20G 20 GHz flux density (Murphy et al.
2010).
Column (5): S1.4 is the NVSS 1.4 GHz flux density (Condon
et al. 1998).
Column (6): S0.843 is the SUMSS 843 MHz flux density
(Mauch et al. 2003).
Columns (7) & (8): The corresponding spectral indices be-
tween the two lower-frequencies and 20 GHz are given by
α201.4 and α
20
0.843 respectively.
Column (9): Observation ID. Refer to Table 1 for the details
of each run.
Column (10): zopt is the optical spectroscopic redshift.
Column (11): SC is the optical spectroscopic classification
as defined by Mahony et al. (2011). Aa means only absorp-
tion lines were detected, Ae corresponds to only emission
lines, AeB broad emission lines, and Aae means both were
observed.
Column (12): MK is the Two Micron All Sky Survey
(2MASS) K-band absolute magnitude (Skrutskie et al.
2006).
Column (13): The 20 GHz compactness, 6kmvis, defined as
the ratio of the measured visibility amplitude on the longest
ATCA baselines to that on the shortest baselines (Chhetri
et al. 2013). They find a lower limit of 0.86 for unresolved
sources.
Column (14): FR is the Fanaroff-Riley type at low frequency
(1.4 GHz) (Fanaroff & Riley 1974; Baldi & Capetti 2009;
Ghisellini 2011).
2.1.2 Spectral indices of radio sources
Instead of selecting by spectral index, our survey targeted
compact radio galaxies selected at 20 GHz, including both
steep and flat-spectrum sources, and so our source selection
differed from similar surveys, such as Gupta et al. (2006)
and Chandola et al. (2011), which targeted GPS and CSS
radio sources. Of the full sample, 38 (58%) are classified as
flat-spectrum sources (-0.5 < α < 0.5 between 1.4/0.843
GHz and 20 GHz; Table 2).
We examined additional flux density measurements to
confirm how many of our compact core-selected sources are
classified as flat-spectrum. Fig. 1 shows the spectral indices
from the AT20G survey (Murphy et al. 2010) for 49 of our
sources with flux measurements at 20 GHz, 8.4 GHz and
4.8 GHz. Considering only these flux measurements, the ma-
jority have flat spectral indices. Most were found to have
Figure 1. Spectral indices for the 49 sources in our samples with
measurements at 20 GHz, 8.4 GHz and 4.8 GHz. All but nine
fall in a flat-spectrum regime in either axis (spectral indices of
-0.5 < α < 0.5), with 26 flat in both indices. The majority are
found to have either a decreasing spectral energy distribution with
frequency (steep/falling) or with a spectral peak between 4.8 and
20 GHz (GPS).
either a decreasing spectral energy distribution with fre-
quency (steep/falling) or with a spectral peak between 4.8
and 20 GHz (GPS).
2.1.3 ATCA Observations
All observations were made using the CABB system (Ferris
& Wilson 2002), with a 64 MHz zoom-band across 2048
channels. This band was centred at either 1310, 1340 or
1342 MHz to allow a simultaneous search for associated Hi
absorption over the respective redshift ranges for each set of
targets within a single zoom-band. The ATCA observations
are detailed in Table 2.
Like the survey of Allison et al. (2012a), sources were
observed in 20 or 30 minute scans and interleaved with 1.5 or
2 minute observations of a nearby bright calibrator for gain
and phase calibration. PKS 1934–638 (Reynolds 1994)1 was
observed regularly as the primary bandpass and flux calibra-
tor, and for some nearby targets as a secondary calibrator.
All 2048 zoom channels were used corresponding to a band-
width of 64 MHz, although channels affected by RFI were
removed during data reduction.
1 http://www.narrabri.atnf.csiro.au/calibrators/
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62.2 Data Reduction
All flagging, calibration and imaging of the data were
performed using tasks from the miriad2 package (Sault,
Teuben, & Wright 1995) and implemented using a purpose-
built Hi data reduction pipeline written in Python (Allison
et al. 2012a). Channels that are known to contain significant
RFI (e.g. birdies, CABB-generated self-interference due to
clock harmonics) were flagged out on the fly by the correla-
tor and applied when data was loaded using atlod. pgflag
and blflag were used both before and after calibration for
each target and calibrator to identify and flag out remaining
RFI. Care was taken to avoid excessive flagging of data and
hence the removal of any putative spectral lines, and com-
parisons were made between flagged and unflagged data.
Typically less than 0.1% of data was flagged by the corre-
lator, and less than 2% in total, although the spectra for
the June 2013 observations were far more corrupted by RFI
(upward of 10% removed in a few cases).
The absolute flux scale and spectral index corrections
based on the flux model of PKS 1934-638 (Reynolds 1994)
were applied to each of the secondary calibrators. We then
calculated the time-varying bandpass and gain corrections
for the amplitude and phase for each of these, and applied
their calibration solutions to their paired target sources.
We repeated the remaining methods and process described
by Allison et al. (2012a) for obtaining the source spectra.
Fig. 1 displays the extracted spectrum for each of the tar-
gets sources, where the arrow below the spectra indicates
the expected position for any associated 21-cm Hi absorp-
tion lines, calculated using the known optical spectroscopic
redshift of the target.
We analysed the spectra through a Bayesian linefinder
and parameterisation pipeline (Allison et al. 2012b). Im-
provements made to the pipeline made since Allison et al.
(2012b) have allowed for higher-order polynomial model fits
to be made for the continuum, to account for any spectral
artefacts that could not be successfully removed, e.g. band-
pass calibrator ripples. As a result, there are now fewer false
positive detections.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Detections of HI
We obtained four detections of Hi absorption (three pre-
viously unknown) in addition to those obtained by Allison
et al. (2012a). Fig. 4 shows the optical SuperCosmos Sky
Survey (Hambly et al. 2001) and our observed radio contin-
uum images for the targets with Hi absorption, and results
of spectral model fitting. Table 3 summarises the properties
of the individual Gaussian components which were fitted
using Bayesian model comparisons of the new detections.
These four detections add to the previous three (Allison
et al. 2012a), giving a total of 7/66 detections, or a detec-
tion rate of 11%. Of these seven detections, four have been
categorised as a flat-spectrum source (-0.5 < α < 0.5 be-
tween 1.4/0.843 GHz and 20 GHz; Table 2; also seen in Fig.
1 for 5 to 8 GHz and 8 to 20 GHz). We have a Hi absorption
2 www.atnf.csiro.au/computing/software/miriad/
detection rate of ∼10% within both the flat-spectrum and
steep-spectrum sources (indicated in Table 2).
Table 4 gives the optical depth and Hi column density
for each of the sources observed in 2013-2014. The 21-cm
optical depth is given by
τ(ν) = − ln
(
1− ∆Sline(ν)
fSC(ν)
)
, (1)
where SC is the continuum flux density at the optical spec-
troscopic redshift, ∆Sline is the spectral-line depth (detec-
tion) or 3-σ rms noise (non-detection), and f is the covering
factor of the background source. In the optically thin regime
(∆Sline/SC . 0.3), the above expression reduces to:
τ(ν) ≈ ∆Sline(ν)
fSC
≈ τobs(ν)
f
, (2)
where τobs(v) ≡ ∆SlineSC is the observed optical depth as a
function of velocity. The Hi column density (in cm−2) is
related to the integrated optical depth (km s−1) as follows
(e.g. Wolfe & Burbidge 1975):
NHI = 1.823× 1018 Tspin
∫
τ(v)dv
≈ 1.823× 1018 Tspin
f
∫
τobs(v)dv, (3)
where Tspin is the harmonic mean spin temperature of the
gas (in K).
3.2 Notes on detections
Our four new Hi detections have a large range of peak opti-
cal depths (from as high as τobs ∼ 87% to a tentative detec-
tion at τobs ∼ 3%). Our non-detections show a similar range
of upper limits on the peak optical depths (Table 4), an ex-
pected result given the range of flux densities and sensitivity
of our survey (Fig. 3). Some sources had higher upper lim-
its found for their line strengths due to shorter integration
times in the June 2013 observation run (Table 2).
J031552-190644 (z = 0.0671) - A previously known
strong Hi absorption feature (Ledlow et al. 2001) is detected
against the compact flat spectrum core of this well-studied
FR-I radio source. The AGN is hosted by a disc-dominated
spiral galaxy (Ledlow et al. 1998). The host galaxy is located
close to the centre of the galaxy cluster A428.
Ledlow et al. (2001) found that the very narrow peak
absorption in the host galaxy gave a large apparent optical
depth of 0.98 ± 0.06 that is only seen against the radio core
and not against either of the two observed radio jets, hence
ruling out a large, diffuse Hi halo. They measure a column
density of NHI ' 1.82 × 1018 TSf τ∆νFWHM cm−2, with a
FWHM velocity width of ∆νFWHM = 34 km s
−1 giving a
value of NHI ' 6.19 × 1019 TSf τ cm−2. Ledlow et al. (2001)
suggests that, given this high optical depth, the absorbing
gas is either of a high density, or the sightline goes through
the disc in such a way to maximise the amount of absorbing
gas (e.g. through a spiral arm or very dense cloud, possibly
originating in the ISM of the host galaxy due to the narrow
linewidth they observe).
Our measurement of the peak optical depth is similar to
that of Ledlow et al. (2001); we find the Hi column density
to be NHI = 5.62 (± 0.27) × 1019 TSf cm−2 (Table 4). The
absorption line feature in our spectrum is best fitted by two
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AT20G J031552-190644 AT20G J033114-524148
AT20G J033913-173600 AT20G J034630-342246
AT20G J035145-274311 AT20G J035257-683117
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AT20G J084452-100059 AT20G J090802-095937
Figure 2. CABB 21-cm spectra for newly observed sources in our sample (see Table 2), with the amplitude in flux (mJy) plotted against
the Doppler corrected barycentric velocity (cz, in 103 km s−1). The arrow indicates the optical redshift of the host galaxy, where any
associated Hi absorption feature would be expected. The 1σ redshift error is indicated by the horizontal line on the arrow.
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AT20G J123148-321314 AT20G J125615-114635
AT20G J125711-172434 AT20G J135036-163449
AT20G J135607-172433 AT20G J140912-231550
AT20G J151741-242220 AT20G J165710-735544
AT20G J181857-550815 AT20G J191457-255202
AT20G J204552-510627 AT20G J205306-162007
AT20G J205754-662919 AT20G J212222-560014
Figure 2. Continued.
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AT20G J214824-571351 AT20G J220538-053531
AT20G J221220-251829 AT20G J234205-160840
Figure 2. Continued.
Figure 3. The 21-cm line strength versus the measured flux den-
sity of the source. Blue points give our detections, and red the
upper limits of our non-detections. A few sources had shorter in-
tegration times and so lie above the range for our detections (see
Table 2).
narrow Gaussians, both located around the spectroscopic
optical redshift, and matches the narrow, deep feature that
Ledlow et al. (2001) observed.
J060555-392905 (z = 0.0452) - This is a flat-
spectrum radio source with a new Hi detection. It was spec-
troscopically classified as an AGN source with only absorp-
tion features (Aa) within its optical spectrum by Mahony
et al. (2011). The presence of a foreground star affects both
the spectrum and the visual classification of the morphology
of the host galaxy (Fig. 4).
A one-component, narrow Gaussian fit slightly
blueshifted (∼ 68 ± 4 km s−1) from the spectroscopic op-
tical redshift was the most statistically likely in modelling
(Table 3). Given the narrow absorption line and its slightly
blueshifted location, the cold Hi gas we observe could be
located close to the host galaxy’s AGN, and perhaps be
an outflow of a clump of gas. However, the galaxy’s mid-
infrared colours suggest at a star-forming host galaxy with
a low AGN accretion rate (Section 5.1.1), and hence the ab-
sorption could be due to a gas-rich galactic disc. More infor-
mation about the morphology of this host galaxy is required
to aid this interpretation.
J084452-100059 (z = 0.0423) - We find a tenta-
tive new detection of a weak broad line against this steep-
spectrum source (spectral index of α = −0.7). As with
J060555-392905, it was spectroscopically identified as an Aa
galaxy in Mahony et al. (2011). It is classified as a FR-I
type galaxy due to its extended low-frequency emission in
NVSS. Beyond that there is a lack of information regarding
the morphology of the galaxy within the literature. Its in-
frared colours are similar to those of elliptical galaxies, and
its optical image suggests this morphology as well (Fig. 2).
The feature is best modelled by a wide, weak absorp-
tion line centred slightly blueward of the source galaxy’s
optical redshift (shifted by ∼ 180 km s−1). This detection
has low significance compared to the other detections (Ta-
ble 3). However, the logarithmic odds ratio of R = 13.9 ± 0.3
means the spectral line model is favoured over the contin-
uum fit (where there is a higher probability for a model to
be true relative to another if it has a (log) Bayes odds ratio
R > 1).
It is a rare broad feature without an associated narrow,
deeper line. Like the previously reported Hi detection in
J205401-424238 (Allison et al. 2012a), this line is apparent
throughout the observation in both polarization feeds, and
does not appear in spectra that are extracted from spatial
positions significantly off the source. If real, this is the second
such feature within our sample (Fig. 4, and Allison et al.
2013) that may have been dismissed by visual inspection if
not for our spectral line detection technique. To fully verify
this detection however, we require further more sensitive 21-
cm observations.
As the WISE mid-infrared colours indicate this galaxy
has a low star formation rate, the absorbing gas we ob-
serve may only lie close to the AGN rather than being dis-
tributed throughout the galaxy, possibly fuelling the radio
AGN (Maccagni et al. 2014, 2016). It may also represent
an outflow of gas created by the AGN feedback, given the
blueward offset of the line peak.
J125711-172434 (z = 0.0475) - We find a new detec-
tion against this flat spectrum radio source, which is clas-
sified as a cD4 elliptical galaxy with a very faint yet sig-
nificantly extended corona (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991). It
is also the brightest source in the cluster A1644 (Hoessel
et al. 1980; Postman & Lauer 1995). This cluster is the host
of a few X-ray sources, including 3XMM J125712.0-172431
which has a X-ray flux of 1.39 × 10−13 ergs cm−2 s−1 (Rosen
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Table 3. The inferred values for parameters from fitting a multiple Gaussian spectral-line model for the new sources we detect Hi
absorption. See Allison et al. (2012a) for parameters on the other Hi detections. zcentre is the redshift of the centre of the absorption
component; ∆vFWHM,i is the FWHM; ∆Si is the depth and R is the natural logarithm of the ratio of probability for this model versus
the no spectral-line model (the Bayes odds ratio).
AT20G name zcentre ∆vFWHM,i 1σ error ∆Si 1σ error R
(km s−1) (km s−1) (mJy) (mJy)
J031552-190644 0.0671 29 +4−6 26
+2
−5 284.6±0.3
0.0672 19 +22− 5 12
+3
−2
J060555-392905 0.0448 50 +1−1 51
+1
−1 471.4±0.3
J084452-100059 0.0423 450 +40−80 4
+1
−1 13.8±0.3
J125711-172434 0.0474 100 +110− 30 8
+1
−2 91.1±0.4
0.0477 210 + 10−120 5
+2
−1
Table 4. A summary of derived Hi absorption properties from model fitting for our 2013 and 2014 observing runs. See Allison et al.
(2012a) for information on the other observations. σchan is the estimated uncertainty per channel; SC is the spectral flux density of
the continuum model at either the position of peak absorption or the optical redshift estimate; 1σ error is the continuum model’s flux
density error, ∆Sline is the peak spectral-line depth; τobs,peak is the observed peak optical depth and
∫
τobsdv is the observed velocity
integrated optical depth. Upper limits assumed a single Gaussian spectral line of FWHM = 30 kms−1, and peak depth = 3σchan.
AT20G name σchan SC 1σ error ∆Sline τobs,peak
∫
τobsdv log10
(
NHIf
Tspin
)
(mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (km s−1) cm−2 K−1
J005734-012328 3.70 677.2 +0.5−0.5 <11.1 <0.02 <0.52 <18.0
J011132-730209 2.96 66.5 +0.1−0.1 <8.9 <0.13 <4.26 <18.9
J025955-123635 4.93 452.1 +0.2−0.2 <14.8 <0.03 <1.04 <18.3
J031357-395403 7.79 521.4 +0.2−0.2 <23.4 <0.04 <1.43 <18.4
J031552-190644 2.00 44.5 +0.1−0.1 25.9
+1.5
−1.6 0.87
+0.09
−0.08 31.16
+1.73
−1.76 19.75
+0.02
−0.02
J033114-524148 2.66 29.4 +0.1−0.1 <8.0 <0.27 <8.66 <19.2
J033913-173600 2.40 123.4 +0.1−0.1 <7.2 <0.06 <1.86 <18.5
J034630-342246 2.99 57.1 +0.1−0.1 <9.0 <0.16 <5.01 <19.0
J035145-274311 2.84 12.0 +0.1−0.2 <8.5 <0.71 <22.76 <19.6
J035257-683117 4.33 149.0 +0.2−0.2 <13.0 <0.09 <2.78 <18.7
J035410-265013 3.26 70.5 +0.1−0.1 <9.8 <0.14 <4.43 <18.9
J043022-613201 3.29 181.0 +0.1−0.1 <9.9 <0.05 <1.74 <18.5
J060555-392905 2.96 106.4 +0.1−0.1 34.8
+1.4
−1.5 0.40
+0.02
−0.02 31.86
+1.41
−1.44 19.76
+0.02
−0.02
J065359-415144 7.49 159.4 +0.3−0.3 <22.5 <0.14 <4.50 <18.9
J084452-100059 2.65 134.3 +0.2−0.2 4.1
+0.6
−0.7 0.03
+0.01
−0.01 14.20
+2.64
−2.71 19.41
+0.08
−0.08
J090802-095937 2.57 137.0 +0.1−0.1 <7.7 <0.06 <1.80 <18.5
J091856-243829 2.04 53.1 +0.1−0.1 <6.1 <0.12 <3.68 <18.8
J114539-105350 3.75 46.7 +0.1−0.1 <11.2 <0.24 <7.69 <19.1
J123148-321314 8.71 146.9 +0.3−0.3 <26.1 <0.18 <5.68 <19.0
J125615-114635 2.82 89.5 +0.1−0.1 <8.5 <0.09 <3.02 <18.7
J125711-172434 2.83 111.9 +0.1−0.1 10.8
+1.2
−1.3 0.10
+0.01
−0.01 18.46
+1.76
−1.65 19.53
+0.04
−0.04
J135036-163449 8.44 35.6 +0.3−0.3 <25.3 <0.71 <22.72 <19.6
J135607-172433 2.70 185.2 +0.1−0.1 <8.1 <0.04 <1.40 <18.4
J140912-231550 11.40 583.4 +0.4−0.4 <34.2 <0.06 <1.87 <18.5
J151741-242220 3.22 2336.3 +0.2−0.2 <9.7 <0.01 <0.13 <17.4
J165710-735544 2.48 58.4 +0.1−0.1 <7.4 <0.13 <4.07 <18.9
J181857-550815 2.37 35.8 +0.1−0.1 <7.1 <0.20 <6.33 <19.1
J191457-255202 2.99 189.4 +0.1−0.1 <9.0 <0.05 <1.51 <18.4
J204552-510627 3.52 64.7 +0.1−0.1 <10.6 <0.16 <5.21 <19.0
J205306-162007 2.41 69.2 +0.1−0.1 <7.2 <0.10 <3.34 <18.8
J205754-662919 2.29 46.0 +0.1−0.1 <6.9 <0.15 <4.77 <18.9
J212222-560014 2.43 19.2 +0.1−0.1 <7.3 <0.38 <12.15 <19.3
J214824-571351 8.84 90.1 +0.3−0.3 <26.5 <0.29 <9.40 <19.2
J220538-053531 2.94 157.1 +0.1−0.1 <8.8 <0.06 <1.79 <18.5
J221220-251829 4.57 145.6 +0.1−0.1 <13.7 <0.09 <3.01 <18.7
J234205-160840 2.78 52.2 +0.1−0.1 <8.3 <0.16 <5.10 <19.0
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Figure 4. Detections of Hi 21-cm absorption. Left: radio image taken during observations superimposed onto a grey scale SuperCosmos
Sky Survey image (Hambly et al. 2001). Contours are set to 10% intervals of the peak flux density of each source. Right: the corresponding
spectra from the ATCA observations centred at the optical spectroscopic redshift. The top panel shows the data following subtraction of
the best-fitting continuum model (grey), and the best-fitting multiple Gaussian spectral-line model (black). The individual components
are displayed in green. The red line in the bottom half represents the data after subtraction of this model fit.
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Figure 4. Continued. These three Hi detections and observations were published by Allison et al. (2012a) and updated here. The
tentative detection in J205401-424238 was verified by Allison et al. (2013).
et al. 2015). This X-ray activity could be attributed to the
AGN in the host galaxy, or with the cluster’s hot intergalac-
tic gas. The galaxy was found to only have absorption line
features within its optical spectrum (Mahony et al. 2011),
which contrasts with the X-ray emission detected.
We find two separate components in our spectral line
modelling. The first is a narrow feature centred slightly
blueward (∼ 35 km s−1) of the optical spectroscopic red-
shift with ∆vFWHM = 133.5
+100.4
−64.5 , and a broader compo-
nent slightly redshifted by ∼ 24 km s−1 with ∆vFWHM =
154.1+84.3−85.1 km s
−1 (Table 3). As this is an elliptical host
galaxy whose mid-infrared WISE colours indicate a low star
formation rate (Section 5.1.1), the features here may be trac-
ing gas close to the AGN, and as we find a broad line, the
gas may be unsettled to be distributed across such scales.
3.3 Testing for a statistical detection in the
stacked non-detected galaxies
As in the study by Allison et al. (2012a), we searched for
a statistical detection of Hi absorption by stacking the 57
individual spectra which were not found to individually ex-
hibit absorption. We also separately stacked spectra of two
subsets - the steep spectrum (SS) and flat spectrum (FS)
sources, as defined by their spectral index (Table 2, columns
4-8). As before, a velocity bin size was also used to match
the uncertainty in the optical spectroscopic redshift (typi-
cally less than zerr = 0.0002, or 0.5% of the known redshift)
for the sample to account for potential smearing of any spec-
tral line.
Using the spectral-line finding method as outlined in
Section 3, we find that there is no evidence of a statistical de-
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Figure 5. The binned optical depth spectra for the 57 sources
with non-detections of Hi absorption in our sample. The binned
velocity is given relative to the optical redshifts (see Table 2). The
data have been binned to 10 km s−1, similar to the spectral reso-
lution of the individual spectra. A velocity range of 1500 km s−1
is shown for clarity. We find no evidence for a statistical detection
of Hi absorption.
tection of 21-cm associated Hi absorption in the stacked non-
detections, nor in the separate subsets. Our optical depth
upper limit of τ < 0.004 is consistent with the stacking re-
sult by Gere´b et al. (2014), of τ < 0.002 for 66 sources
(Fig. 5). This supports their argument that some of these
sources may be genuinely depleted of cold gas, while orien-
tation effects of a disk-like distribution of Hi may be also
partially responsible for this non-detection.
4 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN X-RAY AND HI
From here on, we consider all sources listed in Table 2, in-
cluding those observed by Allison et al. (2012a).
4.1 Absorbed X-ray spectra
AGN activity can be traced by X-ray emission produced by
Compton scattering from a corona of hot electrons close to
the super-massive black hole. X-ray spectra exhibit a dip in
the lower energy end (soft X-rays) when there is a high col-
umn density of opaque material within the host galaxy due
to photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering effects.
There is observational evidence that X-ray absorption
may be correlated with Hi absorption, and previous work
has examined whether X-rays and radio trace gas in the
spatially co-located regions (e.g. Siemiginowska et al. 2008;
Siemiginowska 2009; Ostorero et al. 2010; Ostorero et al.
2016, Moss et al., in prep.).
The radio galaxy PKS 1740-517 (Allison et al. 2015) at
redshift z = 0.44 was found to be a X-ray bright source whose
X-ray spectrum was well modelled by a standard absorbed
power-law. Investigating the potential of X-ray absorption
as a proxy for Hi absorption is a work in progress using
ASKAP commissioning data (Moss et al., in prep).
In order to investigate the link between X-ray and
Hi absorption in our sample, we cross-matched our sam-
ple against the 3XMM-DR5 catalogue (Third XMM-Newton
Serendipitous Source Catalog, Fifth Data Release; Rosen
et al. 2015). In total, 14 galaxies were within the XMM fields,
with 11 detected in X-ray emission. Two of these sources also
have detections of Hi absorption through our radio observa-
tions. Some sources also had noticeable Mg emission lines
in their X-ray spectrum at ∼ 1.2 keV, and J031757-441416
has a strong Fe emission line at ∼ 6 keV, a typical AGN line
attributed to a torus region around the AGN seen to match
the source redshift.
A standard absorbed power law model was fitted and
compared to all X-ray spectra in the program xspec. These
models were compared against non-absorbed models and
were consistently preferred by xspec. From the absorbed
power law models, we obtained estimates for the column
density of hydrogen (neutral, elemental and ionised), with
the assumption made of there being some hydrogen at the
known optical redshifts for the host galaxies.
Four of these sources have a decrease in their nor-
malised counts of at least a factor of two between the model’s
lowest-energy value (typically ∼ 0.5 keV) and the peak value
(Fig. 6, first set). The remaining seven sources lacked a
matching visible dip in the soft X-ray end (Fig. 6, second and
third set); unlike the other galaxies, these sources’ absorbed
power law models have a very minor dip in normalised count
from their peak to the lowest energy value, if any. In line with
these observations, the four absorbed X-ray sources have a
correspondingly higher estimate for their hydrogen column
densities relative to the other X-ray emitting sources with
no visible dip (Table 5).
Of these soft X-ray absorbed galaxies, two (J011132-
730209 and J220538-053531) have total hydrogen column
densities of NH ∼ 3 × 1021 cm−2 (Table 5), but no Hi
detected in their radio spectra. At these densities the hy-
drogen could be mostly molecular (Schaye 2001), ionised,
or located (at least partially) in an intervening system. It
could also be due to a geometric effect, where we miss the
Hi content but not the X-ray emission. This is discussed
further in Section 5.1.3. Of the remaining two galaxies with
Hi absorption detected, J125711-172434 has a hydrogen col-
umn density of NH = 3.1 × 1021 cm−2. This value is similar
to the highest NH values found for the Hi non-detections.
J181934-634548 meanwhile has a considerably higher value
of NH = 2.1 × 1022 cm−2. This supports the idea that ab-
sorbed X-ray sources are potentially good tracers of Hi con-
tent within the host galaxy or near the AGN.
4.2 Upper limits on Hi spin temperature from
X-ray data
We can compare the estimated Hi and X-ray column densi-
ties to learn about the composition of the overall hydrogen
content within these galaxies with X-ray emission. We ob-
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Figure 6. X-ray spectra from the 3XMM-DR5 catalogue (Rosen et al. 2015) for the 11 X-ray detected sources within our sample.
The remaining 55 sources were either not observed by XMM or not detected as X-ray sources. For each image, the top panel gives the
normalised counts for the EMOS1, EMOS2 and EPN detectors (black, red and blue respectively) versus energy, and the bottom panel
gives the residual to the absorbed power law model we fitted. The sources on this page, including two with Hi absorption features in their
radio spectra (J125711-172434 and J181934-634548), exhibit a decrease in normalised counts toward the low energy end (‘soft X-rays’)
of a factor of two or greater. This is characteristic of photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering X-rays, and an indicator of a high
column density of hydrogen (for these sources, NH > 2 × 1021 cm−2). The remaining seven X-ray emitting sources do not have a large
amount of hydrogen to diminish the observed emission in the soft X-ray end of the spectra, and have lower hydrogen column densities.
tained upper limits on the Hi spin temperature, by assuming
all of the hydrogen gas is atomic, through the relationship
Tspin < 5485
[
NH,X
1022 cm−2
] [∫
τ21(v)dv
1 km s−1
]−1 [
1
f
]
K, (4)
where NH,X is the total column density of hydrogen
(in atomic, ionised and molecular form) estimated from the
XMM-Newton spectra, and f is the covering factor, assumed
here to be a complete covering factor of 1 (motivated by the
compact radio source sizes of our sample resulting in higher
covering fractions). A lower covering factor would further
decrease this upper limit. It is also assumed that the X-
ray emission is from the host AGN and not an intervening
system.
Most of our upper limits give Tspin < 1000 K, and hence
the gas seen in Hi absorption is unlikely to lie in a hot halo
(Table 5). In considering the two sources with Hi detections,
J181934-634548 has the largest column density of hydrogen
in our sample. We obtain a high upper limit on its spin tem-
perature of Tspin < 961 K for its neutral hydrogen content.
J125711-172439 has a comparable column density of hydro-
gen and Hi, with an upper spin temperature of Tspin < 92 K,
indicating this source has cold neutral gas close to its AGN.
4.3 Radio and X-ray luminosities
In order to learn more about the sources with X-ray emis-
sion, particularly those also with Hi detections, we compared
the X-ray and radio luminosities (Table 5). GPS galaxies -
which are typically compact - have a higher radio luminosity
than their X-ray luminosity. The reverse is true for extended
FR-II radio galaxies (those with brighter radio lobes than
their core component) and blazars (Fossati et al. 1998). Such
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J092338-213544 J164416-771548
Figure 6. Continued. Note that the spectra on this page, and that of J231905-420648 on the following page, do not exhibit a strong
downturn at the soft X-ray (low-energy) end and have lower measured values of NH,X (Table 5).
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Table 5. Radio and X-ray luminosities, and column densities for hydrogen and specifically neutral hydrogen for our sample found to
have X-ray emission. These include J125711-172434 and J181934-634548, our two Hi absorption detections, for which we have a X-ray
spectrum (indicated with a *). NH,X is the elemental hydrogen column density estimate as given by xspec from the XMM spectra;(
NHIf
Tspin
)
is our measured Hi column density with no assumed value for the covering factor f and gas spin temperature of Tspin; we then
give an upper limit for Tspin given NH,X and assuming a covering factor of f = 1 (Section 4.2); Γ is the measured photon index of the X-ray
spectra; L5GHz the luminosity at 5 GHz (from the AT20G flux; Murphy et al. 2010); LX the X-ray luminosity, and log10(LX/L5GHz)
the logarithmic ratio of the X-ray and 5 GHz luminosities. A value of log10(LX/L5GHz) < 1.8 matches with observed values for FR-I
sources (Tengstrand et al. 2009), suggesting these may be FR-I radio galaxies, or GPS sources for which we haven’t yet observed a
turnover in the spectrum at lower frequencies. Source J033114-524148 had an exceedingly low estimate of its hydrogen column density
(< 1.00 × 1014 cm−2), and so was excluded from the Tspin given the non-physical upper limit this value provides.
Name NH,X
(
NHIf
Tspin
)
Tspin Γ L5GHz LX log10(
LX
L5GHz
)
cm−2 cm−2 K−1 K erg s−1 erg s−1
J011132-730209 3.2 ± 0.6 × 1021 < 7.94 × 1018 < 410 2.13 3.55 × 1040 6.36 × 1041 1.25
J031757-441416 1.3 ± 0.1 × 1021 < 5.89 × 1017 < 2254 2.21 3.98 × 1041 8.34 × 1043 2.32
J033114-524148 - < 1.58 × 1019 - 1.83 2.76 × 1040 6.21 × 1041 1.35
J043022-613201 8.7 ± 0.1 × 1020 < 3.16 × 1018 < 274 2.68 5.24 × 1040 4.99 × 1041 0.98
J062706-352916 9.6 ± 0.3 × 1020 < 3.70 × 1017 < 2582 2.56 4.33 × 1041 1.90 × 1043 1.64
J092338-213544 3.5 ± 0.3 × 1020 < 3.39 × 1018 < 102 1.75 9.46 × 1040 4.16 × 1043 2.64
J125711-172439* 3.1 ± 0.3 × 1021 3.39 × 1019 < 92 3.00 4.20 × 1040 1.20 × 1042 1.46
J164416-771548 8.2 ± 0.8 × 1020 < 2.59 × 1018 < 315 1.83 4.86 × 1040 5.91 × 1042 2.09
J181934-634548* 2.1 ± 0.1 × 1022 2.17 × 1019 < 961 1.41 2.59 × 1042 4.31 × 1043 1.22
J220538-053531 3.1 ± 0.1 × 1021 < 3.16 × 1018 < 944 3.08 5.66 × 1040 6.31 × 1042 2.05
J231905-420648 6.8 ± 0.9 × 1020 < 2.19 × 1018 < 306 2.59 1.71 × 1041 6.64 × 1042 1.59
J231905-420648
Figure 6. Continued.
luminosity ratios seen for GPS sources also match those ob-
served in FR-I galaxies (for which the radio brightness de-
creases with distance from the core; Tengstrand et al. 2009).
A comparison between their X-ray luminosities, calculated
through values obtained from xspec and their 5 GHz radio
luminosity suggests that seven of our sources, including both
sources with Hi absorption detections, have ratios consis-
tent with the FR-I population (where log(LX/L5GHz) < 1.8;
Tengstrand et al. 2009). Not all these sources appear to be
GPS from their SEDs in the literature, such as with J125711-
172434, which we classify as a flat-spectrum source; see Ta-
ble 2 and Section 5.2.3. It is possible that a turn-over exists
at frequencies lower than the minimum observed.
5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Host galaxy properties
Our sample was selected based on the radio properties of
each galaxy. While we considered optical information, it
was primarily to select targets within an appropriate red-
shift range for our choice of telescope. We now look at other
host galaxy properties that can not be considered from ra-
dio data alone, in particular the information provided by
mid-infrared data.
5.1.1 Mid-infrared colour information
The mid-infrared wavelength colour information from the
WISE survey (Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer; Wright
et al. 2010) can provide an indication of both the AGN gas
accretion rate and the star formation rate.
Fig. 7 shows a two-colour plot from the first three WISE
bands, overlaid with a schematic which gives the general
mid-infrared colour characteristics of classes of extragalac-
tic objects (derived from fig. 12, Wright et al. 2010). Higher
values of W1-W2 (WISE band 1 [3.4 µm] - WISE band 2
[4.6 µm]) typically corresponds to a larger AGN gas accre-
tion rate, while higher magnitudes on the W2-W3 axis cor-
respond to a higher star formation rate (e.g. Donoso et al.
2012). For example, spiral (late IR type) galaxies, typically
with higher star formation rates than the quiescent ellip-
tical (early IR type) galaxies, are redder in W2-W3, and
quasi-stellar objects (QSO IR type) are red in both axes.
It should be stressed that the schematic only applies
to typical galaxies; the optical host galaxy morphology and
that indicated by infrared colours does not necessarily match
in individual cases. For example, J031552-190644 is known
to have a spiral host galaxy (Ledlow et al. 1998) and found
to have Hi gas by Ledlow et al. (2001) within a galactic disc.
However, the WISE data indicate that this galaxy lies in the
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(a) Our AT20G sample (b) Gere´b et al. (2015)
Figure 7. WISE colour-colour diagram for (a) our sample and (b) the sample studied by Gere´b et al. (2015), with WISE bands W1-W2
against bands W2-W3. The 4.6 - 12 micron colour increases with star formation rate, and the 3.4 - 4.6 micron colour changes with AGN
gas accretion rate. The overlay is a schematic indicating the general location of classes of objects by infrared colour (based on fig. 12,
Wright et al. 2010). Typical early IR type galaxies hence tend to have colours near zero, late IR type galaxies redder in the W2-W3
colour and hence a higher star formation rate, and QSO IR types red in both colours and correspondingly higher AGN feeding rates.
Blue points are sources with Hi absorption features detected their spectra, and red points are non-detections.
Table 6. Hi detection rates for sources within each sector of
the WISE two-colour plot (Fig. 7). Both rates for our AT20G
compact core sample and the sample of Gere´b et al. (2015) are
given. As measured by the mid-infrared, objects in the elliptical
(early-type) sector have lower values of star formation rates than
typical spiral (late-type) galaxies. QSOs have both higher star
formation and AGN gas accretion rates, and were found to have
the highest Hi detection rate. The standard error for each IR type
is given.
Study Early Late QSO
IR type IR type IR type
This work 13% ± 7% 6% ± 4% 22% ± 14%
Gere´b et al. 2015 13% ± 7% 33% ± 6% 53% ± 12%
QSO segment, with a higher AGN gas accretion rate than
more ‘typical’ late IR type galaxies.
The left panel of Fig. 7 shows our sample, and Table 6
lists the Hi absorption detection rate within each sector of
the figure. The detection rate is highest for QSO IR type
sources, which makes sense, as an increase in both rates (par-
ticularly the star formation rate) means a greater amount
of gas either within the galactic disc or fuelling the AGN,
leading to a larger column density of Hi.
Surprisingly we find that the detection rate is higher
in early IR type (3/23) versus late IR type (2/34) galaxies,
albeit with low number statistics. We discuss some possible
reasons in Section 5.1.2.
J084452-100059 and J205401-424238 (both found with
only a weak, broad absorption line), as well as J125711-
172434 (which has both a narrow and broad absorption),
all fall within the early IR type area of the WISE colour
diagram. These had optical depths in the range of only 3%
to 11%. The host galaxies with only narrow absorption and a
range of higher optical depths (17% to 87%) do not fall into
this region. Host galaxies with small star formation rates
may have a corresponding lacking fuel supply (Hi gas) that
is too low to detect. The Hi gas we do trace in these early IR
type galaxies may be close to the AGN rather than within
the host galaxy’s disc, and hence this gas may be influenced
by the feedback or fuelling of such newly born or triggered
AGN (supported by their asymmetric features and the broad
widths, some > 400 km s−1, of these lines).
5.1.2 Mid-infrared comparison with the Gere´b et al. study
The right panel of Fig. 7 shows the WISE two-colour infor-
mation for the survey by Gere´b et al. (2015). This study
includes both compact and extended sources and so does
not directly compare to our work featuring mainly compact
core radio galaxies; their source selection was only redshift
and radio flux density limited. Nonetheless, it is also useful
to investigate whether the mid-infrared information could
have predicted the findings of this study. In studying the
WISE colours of the Gere´b et al. (2015) sample, Chandola &
Saikia (2017) found that the detection rate of Hi absorption
was highest in compact galaxies with WISE infrared colours
W2-W3 > 2, i.e. those with high star formation rates. Mean-
while, extended radio sources in the sample and those with
W2-W3 < 2 were found to have very low Hi detection rates.
Unlike our sample, there is a clear increase in Hi
absorption detection rate from the late IR type to the
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early IR type galaxies in the study by Gere´b et al.
(2015). This may be attributed to the fact that their
study was more sensitive to lower Hi column densities
than our work (Section 5.2; Fig. 9). Comparing the non-
detections, Gere´b et al. (2015) reached average upper limits
of NHI = 4.70 × 1018 TSf cm−2, compared to our average up-
per limit of NHI = 6.88 × 1018 TSf cm−2. Scaling our value
for the different velocity resolution and FWHM assumed
between the two surveys (Curran 2012), our average upper
limit becomes NHI = 8.31 × 1018 TSf cm−2. These limits and
our lowest detection made at NHI = 2.17 × 1019 TSf cm−2
suggests we would not have detected gas in the discs of other
late IR type galaxies. The low Hi detection rate of 13% for
early IR type galaxies is seen in both surveys.
It is noted that the finding by Chandola & Saikia (2017)
applies to our sample. 4 out of 44 (9%) are detected in Hi for
sources with W2-W3 < 2, while above this colour limit 3 out
of 22 (14%) sources are detected. As two-thirds of our sam-
ple are found to have W2-W3 < 2, this may contribute to the
lower overall detection rate of our survey. Furthermore, we
find a weak positive correlation between the column density
values and upper limits, and the W2-W3 magnitude (Spear-
man rank correlation coefficient of 0.225 ± 0.078).
5.1.3 HI detection rate versus AGN gas accretion rate
All Gere´b et al. (2015) sources with W2-W3 > 2.7 are
detected in Hi absorption. However, at any fixed W2-W3
value below 2.7, Hi absorption was detected more frequently
in galaxies with a lower W1-W2 value (Fig. 7). The lin-
ear fit equations for the Hi detections at W2-W3 < 2.7
is W1-W2 = 0.23 (± 0.07) × W2-W3 - 0.25 (± 0.14),
and non-detections W1-W2 = 0.31 (± 0.04) × W2-W3 -
0.26 (± 0.06). This suggests that it may be harder to detect
Hi gas in galaxies with higher W1-W2 colour, i.e. higher
AGN activity.
There is no one clear definitive explanation for this re-
sult. A higher AGN gas accretion rate in the host galaxy
would correspond to a higher AGN feedback rate, which
could ionise nearby neutral gas at sufficient luminosities
(Curran & Whiting 2012). However, this is at odds with
the high Hi detection rate made for the QSO IR type galax-
ies which have high W1-W2 colour. We consider the other
potential reasons below.
From fig. 2 of Chandola & Saikia (2017), the extended
sources in the Gere´b et al. (2015) sample have higher mag-
nitudes of W1-W2 for any particular value of W2-W3, com-
pared to the compact sources. This is consistent with the
scenario of a larger covering factor for compact radio sources,
claimed to lead to higher detection rates (e.g. Section 1, and
Curran et al. 2013a).
Additionally, fig. 9 of Pace & Salim (2016) shows a
correlation between the W1-W2 colour and the log of the
specific radio luminosity (SRL; radio luminosity divided by
the galaxy’s stellar mass) for low-excitation radio galaxies
(LERGs). Furthermore, fig. 5 and 6 of Chandola & Saikia
(2017) shows that the Hi non-detections have higher specific
star formation rates (sSFR) than the Hi detections, albeit
only at 1σ significance.
Hence, the non-detections in the study by Gere´b et al.
(2015) with higher W1-W2 magnitudes may be LERGs de-
Figure 8. WISE two-colour diagram for our sample, indicating
where those found to have X-ray emission lie. Unfilled points are
those not covered by the XMM survey, red points those searched
but with no X-ray emission detections, green points are those with
X-ray emission, and blue points are sources with an indication
of a high column density of hydrogen from their XMM spectra
(Fig. 6).
pleted of gas, due to higher radio AGN activity, higher SFR,
or a combination (also see Section 5.5). Given the various
possible explanations, a study of a larger homogeneous sam-
ple is required to further explore both this result and these
relations.
5.1.4 Mid-infrared colours with X-ray emitting sources
Fig. 8 shows the mid-infrared colours for our sample, where
those found to be X-ray emitting sources are indicated in
green (with low hydrogen column densities) and blue points
(with hydrogen column densities of NH > 2 × 1021 cm−2;
Section 4). One of the two X-ray emitting sources in the
QSO sector has a high column density of hydrogen (and a
Hi detection). The other three sources with high hydrogen
column densities are found at the lower ends of both AGN
gas accretion and star formation rates. These are low num-
ber statistics; however, like with our radio observations, it
appears that a range of extragalactic sources can be probed
using X-ray information in tracing the gas content within
the host galaxy, despite different rates of AGN feeding or
star formation.
5.2 Detection rate of Hi absorption
The findings (and detection rates) of other Hi absorption
surveys vary, due to differing source selection methods of
radio galaxies and hence different studied samples. For in-
stance, there is mounting evidence in the literature that
the detection rate of Hi absorption in compact ‘FR-0’ ra-
dio galaxies is higher than that of their older, extended FR-
I/II counterparts (e.g. Pihlstro¨m et al. 2003; Curran et al.
2013a; Gere´b et al. 2015; Aditya et al. 2016). Curran et al.
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(a) Column density vs. flux density
(b) Flux density vs. redshift
Figure 9. A comparison of our Hi absorption detections with those of other surveys4. The top panel
gives the normalised H i column density (1.823 × 1018 ∫ τobsdv) versus the rest-frame 1.4 GHz flux
density. The bottom gives the flux density against the redshift of the absorption feature, with lines
depicting constant radio luminosity and their change with redshift (starting from 1023 W Hz−1, with
each line to the right an increase in magnitude). The red circles represent detections from previous
surveys, green squares those from the Gere´b et al. (2015) study, and the blue diamonds our seven
sources with detections.
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proposed that this is due to a higher covering factor for com-
pact sources, although different levels of sensitivity reached
between surveys is another consideration. We compare our
study on compact core radio galaxies with these other Hi ab-
sorption surveys to see how our sample selection compares
with other studies.
5.3 Flux density of sources with associated Hi
absorption
Fig. 9 plots integrated optical depth against rest-frame flux
density, and the flux density against the absorption feature
redshift for existing Hi absorption surveys. In the top panel,
our detections have comparatively higher Hi column densi-
ties than other surveys. In the bottom panel, lines of con-
stant radio luminosity strengths, depicting the associated
flux density change with redshift, are overlaid, from lumi-
nosities of 1023 to 1028 W Hz−1. Our study probes a lower
range in radio luminosity (< 1025 W Hz−1 for most detected
sources) than other samples. This results in a potentially
lower sensitivity to column densities of Hi for our work, and
explains the comparatively higher column densities of our
detections.
5.4 Disturbed gas kinematics in compact galaxies
Gere´b et al. (2015) had a flux-selected sample with a mix-
ture of host galaxy types within their sample of compact and
extended radio sources. They found 32 detections in their
sample of 101. Their compact sources exhibited the broadest
line features and were more often seen to have asymmetric
lines. Gere´b et al. (2014) suggest that this trend in compact
sources is due to the presence of unsettled gas, which is typi-
cally traced by asymmetric and redshifted/blueshifted lines.
These properties point to interactions between the AGN and
the circumnuclear medium in such compact galaxies - the
feedback from the newly triggered AGN which is still prop-
agating through this medium would be the cause of the un-
settled gas.
We find a similar trend in the line features; 5 of our 7 de-
tections have a broad feature (where vFWHM > 100 km s
−1).
Furthermore, an exception in J031552-190644, a source with
only a narrow feature, is a known FR-I galaxy with extended
low-frequency radio emission.
5.5 Distinguishing AGN accretion
There exists two classes of radio galaxies; the low-excitation
radio galaxies (LERGs) and high-excitation radio galaxies
(HERGs). LERGs lack AGN emission lines in their optical
spectra, and are believed to have inefficient accretion pro-
cesses from the hot-gas halo. HERGs however have efficient
AGN accretion processes, and are found to have emission
lines in their optical spectra.
4 References: Mirabel (1989); van Gorkom et al. (1989); Uson
et al. (1991); Carilli et al. (1992, 1998); Morganti et al. (2001);
Vermeulen et al. (2003); Orienti et al. (2006); Gupta et al. (2006);
Emonts et al. (2010); Salter et al. (2010); Curran et al. (2011a);
Chandola et al. (2011); Curran et al. (2011b, 2013c); Gere´b et al.
(2015); Aditya et al. (2016); Yan et al. (2016).
Table 7. Optical spectroscopic identifications made by Mahony
et al. (2011) for our sample (see Table 2). Aa represents AGN
absorption lines only, while Aae have both absorption and emis-
sion lines - both fall into the low-excitation radio galaxy (LERG)
population. High-excitation radio galaxies (HERGs) are seen as
Ae (with only emission lines) and AeB (broad emission lines). 12
sources did not have sufficient information to identify any optical
absorption or emission lines. The standard error for each identi-
fication is given.
Type Sources Hi detections Detection rate
Aa 25 3 12% ± 6%
Aae 18 1 6% ± 5%
LERG 43 4 9% ± 4%
Ae 10 3 30% ± 14%
AeB 1 0 0%
HERG 11 3 27% ± 13%
N/A 12 0 0%
21-cm absorption preferentially traces the colder gas.
Chandola & Saikia (2017) investigated the difference in the
cold gas in LERGs and HERGs for the sample studied in
Hi by Gere´b et al. (2015) of compact and extended radio
sources. The LERGs yielded a lower Hi detection rate. The
Hi features that were detected had large velocity shifts to
the optical spectroscopic redshift (blueshifts of ∼ -300 km
s−1) and broad profiles. This Hi could hence be within ac-
creting circumnuclear gas instead of being within a gas-rich
galaxy disc for most of these LERGs. Meanwhile, Chandola
& Saikia (2017) found that almost all HERGs in the same
sample also had high star formation rates. The three com-
pact HERGs in the study (all detected in Hi) each had ab-
sorption profiles with small (< 100 km s−1) velocity shifts.
In these cases, the Hi was attributed to a gas and dust-rich
ISM in the host galaxy. Another potential source for the Hi
is a central dusty torus in HERGs.
Following this analysis, a similar examination can be ap-
plied to our sample. We consider the optical spectroscopic
information available for our sample in Table 7 (Mahony
et al. 2011). We find 25 with only absorption lines (Aa) and
18 with both absorption and emission lines (Aae). We clas-
sify both sets as LERGs. 10 sources were found to only have
emission lines (Ae) and one with broad emission lines (AeB),
with these considered to be HERGs. We have a higher Hi
detection rate in HERGs, but the small-number statistics
should be noted.
Of the 12 sources in our sample with no optical
spectroscopic information, only one had a WISE W1-W2
colour > 0.8, corresponding to a high AGN gas accretion
rate (Section 5.1). This source can hence be attributed to a
HERG, and the remaining 11 sources to LERGs. As no Hi
was detected in these 12 sources, if these assumptions are
made the Hi detection rates would drop to 7% for LERGs
and 25% for HERGs.
Four Hi detections were made in LERGs. Three of these
had broad line widths (∆vFWHM > 100 km s
−1) and shallow
features significantly offset from the optical spectroscopic
redshift were found in LERGs. Our proposed explanations
for the gas kinematics for these sources (Allison et al. 2012a,
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2013, and Section 3.2) include gas inflows/outflows and gas
rotating in a disc around the AGN. J060555-392905 is the
only Aa source for which the narrow absorption feature
seen at the optical spectroscopic redshift is thought to be
within a galactic disc rather than in a dusty torus around
the AGN. This source also has a high star formation rate
(W2-W3 > 2.5) unlike the other three sources. Therefore,
most of our LERGs detected in Hi appear to have disturbed
circumnuclear gas.
Furthermore, all of our HERGs (Ae sources) were found
to have narrow deep absorption features close to or at the
optical spectroscopic redshift. Therefore, our observed ab-
sorption features found within HERGs and LERGS appears
to match the findings by Chandola & Saikia (2017).
It has been demonstrated (Gere´b et al. 2015; Chan-
dola & Saikia 2017, and references therein) that sources with
higher radio luminosities are found to have more asymmet-
ric Hi features at greater offsets. While most of our sources
with Hi detections have similar radio luminosities (Fig. 9),
we note that the two sources with just narrow absorption
features near the optical spectroscopic redshift have rela-
tively lower radio luminosities, and hence gives some sup-
port for this result. We note that it is easier to detect Hi
absorption features against brighter radio galaxies, includ-
ing shallow broad components with low optical depth typ-
ically offset from the spectroscopic redshift. This is seen in
J181934-634548 (Fig. 4), which has the highest flux density
of our sample at 1.4 GHz and has both deep and shallow
Hi components. This factor hence may contribute to this
finding.
6 SUMMARY
We have searched for Hi absorption associated with 66 com-
pact, core-dominated sources selected from the AT20G cat-
alogue within the redshift range 0.04 < z < 0.096, with the
aim to examine cold gas in the youngest and most recently
triggered radio AGN within our local Universe.
We detect four associated absorption systems in addi-
tion to that by Allison et al. (2012a), three of which were pre-
viously unknown. Two of these new absorption systems only
exhibit narrow deep components close to the optical spectro-
scopic redshift which we attribute to gas within the galactic
disc. The third contains broader, offset velocity components
at a lower optical depth, which may represent disturbed gas
close to the AGN. The fourth detection we make is tenta-
tive, and of a rare weak, broad absorption feature with no
associated narrow component. This is the second such fea-
ture we find in our survey, with the other verified by Allison
et al. (2013). Our survey probed a source population with
lower radio luminosities than many other literature surveys,
reflected in the flux densities of sources with Hi detections
(Fig. 9).
We find that the absorbed X-ray sources, with high col-
umn densities of elemental hydrogen, appear to correlate
with galaxies with detectable amounts of Hi gas in absorp-
tion. This connection between X-ray absorption and Hi ab-
sorption is currently being investigated at higher redshifts
using ASKAP (Moss et al., in prep). From the mid-infrared
colour information, we find a higher detection rate in objects
that host a QSO-like source (those with higher AGN gas ac-
cretion rates and a covering factor of f ≈ 1). This trend is
also seen in Curran et al. (2016c).
The Hi detection rate in our sample is higher for early-
type host galaxies than the late-type galaxies despite their
generally higher star formation rates, suggesting we can
probe different gas kinematics in various host galaxies and
may not be sensitive enough to detect sufficiently lower col-
umn densities of Hi in star-forming discs. Spectra with only
narrow, deep absorption features, which can be attributed
to a galactic disc, are not found within the early IR type
galaxy sector of the WISE colour plot, while the broader
components (∆vFWHM > 100 km s
−1) are within the early
IR type host sector and thought to be attributed to e.g. AGN
feedback driving an outflow of gas. This shows that the mid-
infrared colours can indicate the expected distribution of Hi
for a given galaxy. We also find the sources with broader
offset (by > 100 km s−1) components to be LERGs, and
those with narrow features near the optical spectroscopic
redshift in HERGs, in line with the result by Chandola &
Saikia (2017).
We see mostly disturbed gas kinematics among our
detections of Hi absorption in compact core radio galax-
ies, indicating that young or recently triggered AGN create
outflows (jets) that disrupt the interstellar medium within
these galaxies. We see shallow, broad components occur
more often in early-type galaxies, as modelled in Curran
et al. (2016b). Two of our detections against such early-type
galaxies lack any narrow and deep component [here and Al-
lison et al. (2013)], an attribute not seen in e.g. Gere´b et al.
(2015). Hence, given the Hi gas kinematics, and combin-
ing with multi-wavelength information, we can better un-
derstand the dynamics of a host system to a young AGN.
The upcoming ASKAP-FLASH survey will provide a
significantly larger sample size to any previous Hi survey (an
expected number of ∼1,000 new Hi detections in the south-
ern sky in the redshift space 0.4 < z < 1.0, against ∼150,000
sightlines), and hence will offer a greater wealth of infor-
mation about the classes of radio objects with Hi absorp-
tion systems. The expected minimum flux density in which
FLASH is expected to detect Hi absorption is ∼ 50 mJy
(Morganti et al. 2015); however, at greater redshifts than our
sample (z > 0.1), such sources will have a higher radio lu-
minosity (above radio luminosity strengths of 1025 W Hz−1;
Fig. 9). This means that FLASH will probe more high ex-
citation (high luminosity) objects than what we explored in
our sample. Direct comparisons between results of this work
and that of FLASH will need to take this into consideration.
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